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Prioritizing and Scheduling Portsmouth Gaseous

Diffusion Plant Safeguards Upgrades

1.0 Background and Problem Statement

As partof the Site Safeguardsand SecurityPlan (SSSP), facilitiesare required
to developa ResourcePlan (RP). The Resource Planprovidesdocumentation
and justificationfor the facility'splannedupgrades,includingthe schedule,
priority,andcost estimatesforthe safeguardsand securityupgrades.

PortsmouthGaseousDiffusionPlant (PORTS) managementhas identifiedand
obtainedfundingapprovalfor a numberof safeguardsand securityupgrades,
includingline-itemconstructionprojects. These upgradeprojectswere selected
to addressa varietyof concerns identifiedin the PORTS vulnerability
assessmsntsandother reviewsperformedin supportof the SSSP process.
However, budgetingandschedulingconstraintsdo not make itpossibleto
simultaneouslybeginimplementationof aliof the upgradeprojects. A formal
methodologyandanalysisare neededto explicitlyaddressthe trade-offs
between competingsafeguardsobjectives,and to prioritizeand schedulethe
upgradeprojectsto ensurethatthe maximumbenefitcan be realizedin the
shortest possibletimeframe.

The purposeof this report is to describethe methodologywe developedto
supportthese upgradeprojectschedulingdecisions.The reportalso presents
the resultsobtainedfromapplyingthe methodologyto a set of the upgrade
projectsselected by PORTS S&S management. Data forthe analysisare based
on discussionswithpersonnelfamiliarwiththe PORTS safeguardsand security
needs,the requirementsfor implementingthese upgrades,and upgradefunding
limitations.The analysisresultspresentedhereassumecontinuedhighly
endched uranium(HEU) operationsat PORTS. However, the methodology
developedis readilyadaptablefor the evaluationof other operationalscenarios
and other resourceallocationissuesrelevantto PORTS.

2.0 Overview of the Methodology

Belowwe descdbethe methodologydevelopedto analyze projectscheduling
decisionsfor PORTS. The methodologyusesa preference modelto quantifythe
relativeimportanceof safeguardsobjectives,and an optimizationmodelto select
a schedule for upgradeprojectsimplementationthat maximizesthe benefitof the
projectsovertime.
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Our approach follows these nine steps. Figure 2.1 shows these steps and
highlights the information flow between the various models.

1. Elicit preference data from PORTS S&S management - The first step in
the methodology was to interview PORTS S&S management to determine
an appropriate classification structure for safeguards objectives.
Safeguards objectives include meet,lng DOE order compliance
requirements, ensuring adequate protection against theft or sabotage of
special nuclear material (SNM), and maintaining effective operations. As
indicated in the figure, our safeguards objective classification structure
includes objective categories, measures associated with each category,
and levels within each measure.

For example, through extensive interviews, we identified the objective
category "Compliance with DOE Orders." We also determined that
"Severity of Noncompliance" and "Previously Identified" are two important
measures associated with this objective category. The two levels
associated with the "Previously Identified" measure correspond to
whether or not the noncompliance has been previously identified through
DOE oversight, inspections, or self-assessments.

After the objective classification structure was completely determined,
trade-off ratios that express the relative importance between pairs of
objective categories, measures, and levels were assessed. Section 3
describes this objective classification structure and data gathering
process in more detail.

-. 2. Preference model - The data collected in step 1 was used to develop a
_. preference model that measures the relative importance of competing

objectives. This model produces coefficients for a multiattribute utility
function that reflects the overall protection philosophy of PORTS S&S
management. Appendix A provides a brief description of the
mathematical basis for the preference model used.

3. Multiattribute utility function - The preference model generates a set of
coefficients associated with the safeguards objective classification
structure. A safeguards objective is classified using this structure and a
numerical value is generated. Thus, the classification structure acts as a
function, which generates a relative importance value for a given
safeguards objective.

4. Safeguards objectives - PORTS S&S management has a variety of
safeguards objectives that require upgrade projects. The multiattribute
utility function can be used to generate a numerical value for each of
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these objectives. The safeguards objectives are listed in Table 4.1
(classified).

5. Value of meeting objective - The numerical value generated by the
multiattribute utility function for a particular safeguards objective is a
measure of the relative importance of not meeting that objective for a one-
year period. The multiattribute utility function is used to generate a value
for each safeguards objective of concern. These values are used as input
to the optimization model, and may be viewed as penalty terms.

6. Objective/project relationships, Upgrade project costs, and Budget - The
set of upgrade pro.j.ectsrequired to satisfy each safeguard objective are
used as input to the optimization model. The objective is considered met
when ali of these projects are 100% complete; credit is not given for
partial completion of a project, lt is important to note that a single project
might address more than one objective, and that more than one project
might be required to completely address a particular objective. These
relationships are shown in Table 4.1 (classified). Individual project costs,
and the annual safeguards and security upgrades budget are also used.
These data are included in Section 4.

7. Optimization model - The optimization algorithm seeks to minimize the
penalty associated with ali unmet safeguards objectives by scheduling
safeguards upgrade projects. Ali constraints identified in Step 6 are met
during this process. The optimization model is discussed in Section 5 and
in Appendix B.

8. Optimized schedule - The optimal upgrade project implementation
-, schedule minimizes exposure to unmet safeguards objectives within the

_. facility's operational and safeguards budget constraints. The results of
the optimization process are shown in Section 6.

9. Sensitivity analysis - lt is important to review the optimal schedule
generated by the optimization algorithm for consistency with PORTS S&S
management's goals. In addition, subjective judgements and modeling
assumptions of the preference model that have large effects on the
solution should be identified and reviewed. Sensitivity analysis is
discussed in more detail in Section 7.
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Figure 2.1 Upgrade Project Scheduling Methodology

The nextsectiondescribesthe assumptionsand data usedto developthe
preference model. Section4 describesthe objectives,their relationshipto the
projects, and cost and schedule data pertainingto the projects. Section 5
provides a description of the assumptions used to develop the schedule
optimization model, and Section 6 presents the results. In Section 7, we
determine the sensitivity of the solution to various assumptions and inputs. The
report also contains two appendices outlining the technical foundation of the
preference model and the optimization approach used.
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3.0 Objective Classification with the Preference Model

A preference model was developed to determine the relative importance of
various safeguards system objectives. At the heart of the model is an objective
classification structure into which individual objectives are mapped. Relative
preferences for safeguards objectives are generated simply by mapping them
into the objective classification structure. This classification structure is
discussed below, and is shown in Figure 3.1.

Safeguards objective categories are at the highest level of this objective
classification structure, as shown in Figure 3.1. The following five safeguards
objective categories were.identified by PORTS S&S management:

A. Compliance with DOE orders

B. Protection against SNM Theft

C. Protection against Radiological Sabotage

D. Protection against Industrial Sabotage

E. Operational Effectiveness

Each safeguards objective is associated with one of these five categories. A
second tier of safeguards objective classification is accomplished by including
one or more measures within each category, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. For
example, two measures associated with the category "Compliance" were
included in the model; one measure, "Severity," reflects the severity of a DOE
order violation. The other measure, "Previous Identification," refers to whether
or not the violation has been =dentifiedin a previous inspection or audit by DOE
Headquarters.

Each measure contains two or more levels for further classification of safeguards
objectives. For example, the "Severity" measure contains one level associated
with violating an order pertaining to the control of CAT I SNM, a second level
associated with violating an order for control of CAT II SNM, and a third level
associated with violating an order for control of classified information. As one
might expect, the "Previous Identification" measure contains two levels
corresponding to whether or not the violation had been previously identified by
DOE. Thus, the relative importance of a particular safeguards objective is
evaluated by determining which specific category, measures, and levels are
associated with that objective, lt is important to note that a safeguards objective
will map into only one category, and into one level within each measure
associated with that category.
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Cateaories Measures Levels

Severity I
Compliance

Previous Identification I

Severity
SNM Theft

Safeguards Threat Type I

Objective .. I
1

Radiological Severity
Sabotage

Threat Type f

Industrial Severity I
Sabotage

Threat Type t
Operational

Effectiveness I

Figure 3.1 Safeguards Objective Classificati_.:

After thissafeguardsobjectiveclassific?,on structurewas developed,PORTS
S&S management'spreferencesamongcategories, levels, and measureswere
quantifiedby a seriesof trade-offquestions. PORTS S&S management's
preferencesamong levelswithineach measurewere determinedby asking
trade-offquestionregardingthe relativedesirabilityof time delays inaddressing
concernswithdifferentlevels. For example a typicaltrade-offquestionwouldbe
posedas follows:

"How long would you delay correcting an order violation for the
control of classified information in exchange for correcting a violation
of an order relating to the control of CAT II SNM I year sooner ?"

Notethat the answer to thisquestionimpliesa relativeimportancebetweentwo
levelswithinthe "Severity" measure: (1) violatingclassifiedinformation-related
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DOE orders and (2) violatingCAT II SNM-related DOE orders. The relative
importance of each level within a measure was established using these trade-off
data. Relative preferences were assessed between measures and between
objective categories using a similar technique.

Equivalent time delay was chosen as an appropriate common metric for the
trade-offs because the ultimate scheduling decision would directly affect the time
required to satisfy the various objectives.

Using the relative preference data, a utility function was developed that can be
used to generate the relative importance of each safeguards objective. The
function explicitly represents the subjective trade-offs determined for each
category, measure, and level. For convenience, the function is scaled to
produce values between 0 and 100 with 0 being the least important objective
and 100 being the most important. The relative ranking of two objectives
determines their relative priority over time (e.g if the utility of objective A is equal
to 50 and B is 25, the decision maker would be indifferent between delaying A
for 1 year and delaying B for 2 years).

Below we enumerate the measures and levels identified for each category, and
the preference data and assumptions that were used in the preference model.

3.1 Trade-offs between levels within each measure

Objective Category A. compliance with DOE orders

As indicatedpreviously,the objectivecategory"Compliancewith DOE orders"
containsa measurethat reflectsthe severityof an orderviolation. PORTS S&S
managementidentifiedpossible7 levelswithinthismeasure:

A.1: Violationof DOE orderfor controlof CAT I SNM
A.2: Violationof DOE orderfor controlof CAT II SNM
A.3: Violationof DOE orderfor controlof CAT III SNM
A.4: Violationof DOE orderfor controlof classifiedmatter
A.5: Violationof DOE order forcontrolof CAT IV SNM
A.6: Violationof DOE orderfor governmentpropertyprotection
A.7: Violationof otherDOE orderrequirement

We asked a series oftrade-offquestionsto establishrelativeimportancesof
levelswithinthis measure. PORTS S&S managementrespondedwiththe
followingstatements:

2 years delay correcting an A.1 violation is comparable to
4 years delay fo, an A.2 violation

1/2year delay correcting an A.2 violation is comparable
to 4 years for an A.3 violation
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1year delay correcting an A.3 violation is comparable to
4 years for an A.4 violation

1year delay correcting an A.3 violation is comparable to
5 years for an A.5 violation

1 month delay correcting an A.3 violation is comparable
to 4 years for an A.6 violation

1year delay correcting an A.6 violation is comparable to
1year for an A.7 violation

These responses to trade-off questions quantify the relative importance between
levels inthe "Severity"rrieasure.

The secondmeasurewithinthe compliancecategoryreflectswhether or notthe
violationhad been previouslyidentifiedby an InspectionandEvaluation(I&E) or
otheraudit. PORTS S&S managementprovidedthe followingresponseto our
trade-offquestion:

3 years delay in correcting a previously identified violation is
comparable to 4 years of delay for a violation that has not been
identified, independent of the severity of the violation.

This responseis sufficientto establishthe relativeimportancebetweenthe two
levels inthe "Previous'Identification"measure. Inaddition,it indicatesthat this
relativeimportanceappliesregardlessof the level establishedfor the "Severity"
measure.

Objective Category B -Protection against SNM theft

"Severity"is the first measureassociatedwiththe" SNM Theft" objective
category. Two considerationsgoverningthe definitionof levelsfor this measure
are whetheror notthe protectionsystemmeetsthe MasterSafeguardsand
Security(MSSA) defined riskcriteria,and whetheror notthe performance
effectivenessis deemed satisfactoryby PORTS S&S management. The
followingpossiblelevelswere defined inorder of priority.

B. 1: MSSA-definedHighRisk
B. 2: MSSA-defined ModerateRisk
B. 3: ModerateeffectivenessprotectingCAT I
B. 4: Low effectivenessprotectingCAT II
B. 5: ModerateeffectivenessprotectingCAT II
B. 6: Low effectivenessprotectingCAT III
B. 7: ModerateeffectivenessprotectingCAT III
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The following trade-offs were identified by PORTS S&S management to
establish the quantitative preference relationship for levels within this measure:

1year of delay correcting a B.1theft severity concern is
comparable to 2 years of delay for a B.2 concern

1 year of delay correcting a B.2 theft severity concern Is
comparable to 4 years of delay for a B.3 concern

1year of delay correcting a B.3 theft severity concern is
comparable to I year of delay for a B.4 concern

1year of del_y correcting a B.4 theft severity concern is
comparable to 2 years of delay for a B.5 concern

I year of delay correcting a B.5 theft severity concern is
comparable to 4 years of delay for a B.6 concern

1year of delay correcting a B.6 theft severity concern Is
comparable to 4 years of delay for a B.7 concern

"Threat" was the second measure established for the "SNM Theft" safeguards
objective category. The possible levels were ranked in order of protection
priority based on the subjective judgement of PORTS S&S management.

Type 1: Insider type A
Type 2: Insider type B
Type 3: Outsiders
Type 4: Mixture of outsiders and insiders

-. Type 5: Insider type C
:o

The following trade-off statements were used to quantify the relative importance
of levels within this measure.

3 years of delay correcting a type 1theft threat concern is
comparable to 4 years of delay for a type 2 concern

1year of delay corr,actinga type 1 theft threat concern is
• comparable to 2 years of delay for a type 3 concern

1 },ear of delay correcting a type 3 theft threat concern is
cnmparable to 1.5years of delay for a type 4 concern

1year of delay correcting a type 1 theft threat concern is
comparable to 3 years of delay for a type 5 concern
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Objective Category C .Protection against radiological sabotage

As indicatedinFigure3.1, the "Severity" and "Threat Type" measureswere also
identifiedforthe radiologicalsabotageobjectivecategory. The severitymeasure
containedtwopossiblelevels:

C. 1: MSSA definedHighRisk
C. 2: MSSA definedModerateRisk

We usedthe same relativ_importanceratiothat was determinedfor the theft
objective (i,e. a 2-to-1 ratio). For the threat type measure,we used the same
ratiosas thosedetermined_l_rthe theft threat.

Objective Category D .Protection against industrial sabotage

The industrialsabotageobjectivecategory includedmeasures,levels, and trade-
off ratiosidenticalto those usedfor the radiologicalsabotagecategory.

Objective Category E .Operational effectiveness

The operationaleffectivenesscategory isexpressedinterms of the relative
impacton the utilizationof manpowerand/or reductionin the numberof required
on-siteSNM movements. Three possiblelevelsare associateddirectlywiththis
objective.

E. 1: Significant impact
E. 2: Moderate impact
E. 3: Minimal impact

o

AS used here, a "significant impact" implies that clearly identifiable improvements
in manpower or facility utilization will be realized. A "moderate impact" implies
that some improvements in manpower or facility utilization are likely. A "minimal
impact" implies that the potential for improvements in manpower or facility
utilization exists. The following trade-off statements were used to quantify the
relative importance of these three levels.
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1year of delay in implementing an upgrade that provides a
significant impact on operational effectiveness is comparable to 2
years of delay in implementing an upgrade that provides a moderate
impact on operational effectiveness

1year of delay in implementing an upgrade that provides a moderate
impact on operational effectiveness is comparable to 2 years of delay
in implementing an upgrade that provides a minima/impact on
operational effectiveness

3.2 Trade,.offs Between Objective Categories
,.

The preferencemodelalso quantifiesthe relativeimportanceamong objective
categories so that upgradesthat addressdifferentobjectivecategoriescan be
compared. The followingpreferenceassessmentswere usedto quantifythis
relationship:

4 years delay in correcting an A. 1compliance level is comparable to 1.5
years delay for a B. 2 severity SNM theft level

1year of delay in correcting an A.2 compliance level is comparable to 8
years of delay for an E.1 operational effectiveness concern

I year of delay in correcting a B.1 theft level is comparable to 3 years of
delay for a C. 1 radiological sabotage level

I year of delay in correcting a B. 1 theft level is comparable to 7 years of
delay for a D. 1 industrial sabotage level

4.0 Protection Objectives and Upgrade Projects

In this section, we discusshowindividualprotection objectivesselected by
PORTS S&S management map into the objective classification scheme
described in the previous section. Each protection objective addresses a unique

• weakness or vulnerability that applies to a specific act, threat, and facility
location. We also describe the safeguards upgrade projects and how they relate
to individual protection objectives.

4.1 Protection objective attributes

Table 4.1 (classified)summarizesthe protectionobjectivesthat were identifiedto
correct deficienciesexistingwithinthe safeguardsand securitysystemat
PORTS. As indicatedin the table,each protectionobjectivehasset of attributes
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that can be used to map it into a unique location in the objective classification
scheme described previously. The data in each column of this table are
described below:

1. Objective number: A unique alpha-numeric identifier assigned to the
protection objective (Y1,Y2,...,Y17). There is no implied priority related to this
identifier.

2. Location: The location of the deficiency to be eliminated by the protection
objective. This location is either a building number or is designated as "site-
wide."

3. Description of the Piotection Objective: A detailed description of the
deficiency, threat, and act addressed by protection objective.

4. Preference Model Classification: The specific objective category,
measures, and levels within the preference model that best classifies the
objective.

5. Computed Utility Value per Year: The relative value of the objective based
upon its classification.

6. Required Upgrades: The safeguards upgrade project(s) that must be
completed before the protection objective is satisfied, lt should be noted that
one objective may require multiple safeguards upgrade projects, and a single
safeguards upgrade project may apply to multiple objectives.

4,2 Safeguards Upgrade Project Attributes

Table 4.2 listsbothfunded and proposedsafeguardsupgradeprojects. We
describethe data in each column of the table below:

1. Upgrade Identifier: A uniquealpha-numericidentifierassignedto the
upgradeproject (X1,X2,...,X17). There is noimpliedpdodty related to this
identifier.

2. Upgrade Location: The locationof the upgradeproject. This locationis
eithera buildingnumberor is designatedas "site-wide."

3. Upgrade Description: A briefdescriptionofthe upgradeproject.

4. Upgrade Project Cost: The cost of the safeguardsupgradeproject,
includingdesign,construction,projectmanagement,and inspection.
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5. Minimum Time to Complete the Project: Thisis the minimumtime to
complete an upgradeprojectassumingthat the availabilityof construction
and engineeringlabor is nota limitation.

Table 4.2 Safeguards Upgrade Projects

Minimum
Upgrade Cost Completion
Identifier Location Descdption ($million) Time (yrs)
X1 345 SupplementalAlarm System 0.60 1.00
X2 345 EmergencyExit CCTV 0.90 1.00
X3 326 PenthouseDoor Alarms 0.65 1.00
X4 326 TunnelAlarms 0.20 1.00
X5 Site-wide Card Reader 4.80 3.75

X6 Site-wide SatelliteFacilitySystem 3.00 2.50
X7 705 AccountabilityMods II 4.30 3.25
X8 Site-wide DriveGate/Barrier 0.15 1.00

X9 Site-wide Badge Office 0.35 1.00
X10 Site-wide PerimeterFence Replacement 1.20 2.00
X11 326 PerimeterAlarm Replacement 5.90 3.00
X12 326 X-326/X11lA Connection 0.35 1.00
X13 326 AdditionalRoto-Gates 0.10 1.00

×14 326 EmergencyExitCCTV 1.40 2.50
X15 326 InteriorSecuritySystem 1.30 2.00
X16 345 Sub-sampling 0.85 1.00
X17 705 EmergencyExit CCTV 0.95 1.00
Total 27.00

5.0 Scheduling Optimization Assumptions

To determine an upgradesimplementationschedulethat maximizesthe benefit
of the upgrades resourcesover time, an integerprogrammingoptimization

• modelwas formulated. Each objectiveisassigneda value inaccordancewith
the preference modeldescribedin the Section3. Conceptually,thisvalue can

• be considereda penaltyfactor for notsatisfyingthat particularobjectivein a
given year.

The penalty realized for a particularobjectiveisthe productof the numberof
years the objectiveis notsatisfied( i.e. the necessaryupgradesare not
completed),and the penaltyfactor. The overallpenalty realizedby a particular
schedule isthe sum of the individualpenaltiesrealizedby each objective. The
goal of the optimizationis to identifythe upgradesimplementationschedulethat
achievesthe smallestpossiblevalue for thisoverallpenaltyand that satisfies
budgetand logisticalconstraints.
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Three five year funding profiles were analyzed"
(1) Full budget: ali line-item projects requested by

PORTS S&S management,
(2) Approved budget: excludes projects placed on

hold by DOE Headquarters, and
(3) Current budget: reflects actual expenditures

during FY 91 of $0.05 million.
These budgets are shown below in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Upgrade Project Budgets

Total(SM) Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
(1) Full 27 2.6 7.7 9.9 5.2 1.5

, (2) Approved 16.15 1.0 4.7 5.0 4.8 1.6
(3) Current 16.15 0.05 2.5 5.45 5.5 2.65

m

In addition, the following assumptions were incorporated in the optimization
model formulation:

1. Any project could be worked on in any year, but the total amount spent on
ali projects within a year must be less than or equal to the amount
budgeted for that year.

2. An objective is satisfied the year after ali of its required upgrades are
completed.

3. An upgrade is considered complete in the year when the balance of the
-, total cost has been allocated; credit is not given for partial completion.

4. Ali upgrades with costs less than $1.0 M could be completed within a
year, if desired.

5. Projects having multiple year requirement of N years can not allocate
more than 150% of the average annual yearly cost in any given year (this
restriction ensures that large multi-year projects are not completed in a
single year).

6=0 Optimization Results

An optimizationmodel,describedinthe previoussectionand in AppendixB, was
solvedto obtainthe optimalupgradeproject implementationschedule. The
solutionassumingthe full budget(17 upgradeprojects), is shownin Tables 6.1
and 6.2.
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Table 6.1 Optimal Upgrade Implementation Schedule- Full Budget

Annual ex :}enditures ($1Vl)
Task Cost(SM) Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5

1 X-345 SupplementalAlarm System 0.60 0.6

21X-345 EmergencyExit CCTV 0.90 0.15 0.75
3i X-326 PenthouseDoorAlarms 0.65 0.65
4 X-326 TunnelAlarms 0.20 0.2
5 Card Reader 4.80 1.2 1.8 1.8

6 SatelliteFacilitySystem 3.00 1.5 1.5
7 X-705 AccountabilityMods II 4.30 2.15 2.15

• 8 DriveGate/Barrier 0.15 0.15

9 Badge Office _ 0.35 0.35
10 PerimeterFence Replacement 1.20 0.55 0.65
11 X-326 PerimeterAlarm Replacement 5.90 2.95 2.95
12 X-326/X11 lA Connection 0.35 0.35
13 X-326 AdditionalRoto-Gates 0.10 0.1
14 X-326 EmergencyExitCCTV 1.40 0.7 0.7

15 X-326 InteriorSecuritySystem 1.30 0.5 0.8
16 X-345 Sub-sampling 0.85 0.85
17 X-705 EmergencyExit CCTV 0.95 0.95

Total: 27 2.6 7.7 9.9 5.3 1.5

BudgetConstraint: 2.6 7.7 9.9 5.3 1.5

Table 6.2 Chart of Upgrade Implementation Schedule - Full Budget

Task Cost(SM) Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5

1' X-345 SupplementalAlarm System 0.60 ********
2 _X-345Emergency Exit CCTV 0.90 ******** ********
3 X-326 Penthouse Door Alarms 0.65 ********
4 X-326 Tunnel Alarms 0.20 ********
5 Card Reader 4.80 ******** ******** ********

6 SatelliteFacilitySystem 3.00 ******** ********

• 7 X-705 AccountabilityModsII 4,30 ******** ********
8 DriveGate/Barrier 0.15 ********

,, ,,

9 Badge Office 0.35 ********

10 Perimeter Fence Replacement 1.20 ******** ********
11 X-326 PerimeterAlarm Replacement 5.90 ******** ********
12 X-326/X11lA Connection 0.35 ********

,,,

13 X-326 AdditionalRoto-Gates 0.10 ********

14 X-326 EmergencyExit CCTV 1.40 ******** ********

15 X-326 InteriorSecurity System 1.30 ******** ********
16 X-345 Sub-sampling 0.85 ********
17 X-705 Emergency Exit CCTV 0.95 ********
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In this optimized schedule, projects 2, 9, 12, 13, 14, and 17 are given priority and
completed early, while projects 10, 15, and 16 are deferred until later periods.

lt is important to note that some of the cash flows in this schedule can be
modified without affecting the overall objective. For example, $0.15 M of
expenditures for project 1 could be moved forward to year 1 in exchange for
moving a like amount of expenditures for project 2 from year 1 to year 2.
Because both projects 1 and 2 have the same completion time under this new °
expenditure pattern, the penalty term in the optimization model remains
unchanged (it is only a function of the project completion times).

As a general rule, if expenditures can be modified without changing completion
times or violating annual budget constraints, then there will be no change in the
penalty term. Thus, the analyst is provided some degree of freedom in
scheduling expenditures for projects.

We have also examined the approved-budget upgrade program in which only
the first 10 upgrade projects are completed (the other 7 projects have been put
on hold by DOE Headquarters). The results of the optimization analysis are
shown below in Tables 6.3 and 6.4.

Table 6.3 Optimal,Schedule for Upgrade Projects- Approved Budget

Annual ex }enditures (SM)
Task Cost(SM) Year1 Year2 Year3 Year 4! Year5

1 X-345 SupplementalAlarmSystem 0.60 0.6
2, X-345 EmergencyExitCCTV 0.90 0.9
3 X-326 PenthouseDo_,rAlarms 0.65! 0.65
4 X-326 TunnelAlarms 0,20 0.2
5 Card Reader 4.80 1.2 1.8 i .8

6 SatelliteFacility System 3.00 1.5 1.5
7 X-705 AccountabilityMods II 4.30 0.5 1.65 2.15
8 Drive Gate/Barrier 0.15 0.15

9 Badge Office 0.35 0.35
10 PerimeterFence Replacement 1.20 0.5_ 0.7

Total: 16.15 1 4.7 4.95 4.8 0.7 .

Budget Constraint:! 1 4.7 5 4.8 1.6
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Table 6.4 Chart of Optimal Schedule for Projects - Approved Budget

Task Cost(SM) Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year 5!

1 X-345 SupplementalAlarmSystem 0.60 ********
2 X-345 EmergencyExit CCTV 0.90 ********
3 X-326 PenthouseDoorAlarms 0.65 ********
4! X-326 TunnelAlarms 0.20 ********
5 Card Reader 4.80 ******** ******** ********

6 Satellite FacilitySystem 3.00 ******** ********
7 X-705 AccountabilityMods II 4.30 ******** ******** ********
8 DriveGate/Barrier 0.15 ********

9 Badge Office 0,35 ********

10 PerimeterFence Replacer_ent 1.20 ******** *.... ***

Under thisschedule,projects3, 4 and 8 are givenprioritywhileprojects9 and 10
are deferred untillateryears. Notethat the annualbudgetconstraintsfor years
3 and 5 are notbinding. As was the case for the full-budgetmodel,somecash
flowscan be shiftedfromyear to year withoutaffectingthe penaltyassessedfor
the schedule.

Finally, the current PORTS upgrade budget, which reflectsexpenditures in fiscal
year 1991 andbudgetmodificationsrecentlymade by DOE Headquarters,has
been analyzed. The optimalsafeguardsprojectimplementationschedule
correspondingto thisnew budgetisshown below.

Table 6.5 Optimal Schedule for Upgrades Projects - Current Budget

Annual ex _enditures (SM)
Task Cost(SM) FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95

i X-345 SupplementalAlarmSystem 0.60 0.005 0.595
2 X-345 Emergency Exit CCTV 0.90 0.005 0.895
3 X-326 PenthouseDoorAlarms 0.65 0.005 0.645
4 X-326 TunnelAlarms 0.20 0.005 0.195
5 Card Reader 4.80 0.005 1.245 1.8 1.75

6 Satellite FacilitySystem 3.00 0.005 1.5 1.495
7 X-705 AccountabilityMods II 4.30 0.005 2.145 2.15
8 DriveGate/Barrier 0.15 0.005 0.145

• 9 Badge Office 0.35 0.005 0.345
10 PerimeterFence Replacement 1.20 0.005 0.025 0.215 0.055 0.9

Total: 16.15 0.05 2.5 5.45 5.5 2.65

BudgetConstraint: 0.05 2.5 5.45 5.5 2.65
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Table 6.6 Chart of Optimal Schedule for Projects - Current Budget

Task Cost(SM) FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95

. 1 X-345 SupplementalAlarm System 0.60 ******** ********
2 X-345 Emergency Exit CCTV 0.90 ******** ********
3 X-326 Penthouse Door Alarms 0.65 ******** ********
4 X-326 Tunnel Alarms 0.20 ******** ****_***,,,

5 Card Reader 4.80 ******** ******** ******** ********
,=

6 Satellite Facility System 3.00 ******** ******** ********
7 X-705 Accountability Mods II 4.30 ******** ******** ********
8 Drive Gate/Barrier 0.15 ******** ********

9 Badge Office 0.35 ******** **.... **
10 Perimeter Fence Replacement 1.20 ******** ******** ******** ******** ********

As shown in the table, the current budget includes $0.005 million in expenditures
for each project in fiscal year 1991 for engineering, and increased budgets for
years 1992-1995.

7.0 Sensitivity Analysis and Application to Other Problems

Because the analysisinvolvessomesubjectivejudgementsregardingrelative
importance of safeguards objectives, we have included sensitivity analysis
studies to determine which of these subjective judgements significantly affect the
results. We have determined the sensitivity of the solution to key trade-off ratios
assessed, and have generated a solution based an assumption of equally-
preferred safeguards objectives. This latter solution can be compared to the
solution obtained using the actual preferences to determine the value-added that
can be attributed to the preference model.

In addition, the methodology developed is readily adaptable for the evaluation of
other operational scenarios and budget issues relevant for PORTS. To illustrate
this point, we have included PORTS upgrade analyses for different operating
scenarios, and for various assumptions regarding the total budget and budget
distribution over time.

7.1 Sensitivity to Perturbations in the Trade-off Ratios

Several modifiedoptimizationmodelswere solvedto determinethe sensitivityof
the projectscheduleto the subjectivetrade-off ratiosassessedfor development
of the preference model. The modificationsthat were madeto the preference
modelare listedbelow inTable 7.1.
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Table 7.1 Trade-off Ratio Perturbations
Base Amount

Case Ratio Modified Value Changed
1 Compliance/Theft 0.19 +/- 50%
2 Compliance/OperationalEffectiveness 16 +/- 50%
3 Cat I compliance/CatII compliance 2 +/- 50%
4 Cat II compliance/Cat III compliance 4 +/- 50%
5 MSSA mod. risk/Cat I mod. effectiveness 2 +/- 50%

" 6 Cat I mod. effec./Cat II low effec. 4 +/- 50%
7 Insider type A/Outsiders 2 +/- 50%

Each of the 14 modificatiensshown in the above table were included in the
preferencemodel,and new coefficientswere generated for the optimization
model. Forexample, underCase 2 the ratio 16:1 was firstincreasedby 50% to
24:1, and newobjectivecoefficientswere generatedfor the optimizationmodel.
The optimizationmodelthen generateda newschedulebased uponthe new
objectivecoefficients.Also, the ratiowasdecreasedby 50% to 8:1 and a
differentoptimizationmodelwas solved.

The optimal schedule shown in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 m the approved budget
problemm did notchange whenany of the above modificationswere
implemented. This impliesthat errorsinassessingtrade-offratiosthat are
smallerthan50% do notaffectthe optimalschedulefor the reducedbudget
probleminvolvingthe t0 safeguardsupgradesprojects. However, larger
perturbationinthe ratiosassesseddid resultinschedulechangesin predictable
ways.

This low level of sensitivitycan be attributed in part to the highly constrained
character of the problem. Note that, as shown in Table 6.3, the annual budgets
are large in years 2, 3, and 4. This bulge in the budget profile has a tendency to
force the large multi-year projects m projects 5, 6, and 7-- to be implemented in
these years. Projects 1, 2, 3, and 4 are overwhelmingly preferred to projects 8,
9, and 10, and thus are completed in years one and two. The solution would be
more sensitive to the assessed trade-off ratios if the budget were levelized,
because the scheduling algorithm would be able to shift cash flows more easily
without violating budget constraints. Moreover, the solution is more sensitive to
the assessed ratios in the 17 upgrade projects problem because there are more
opportunities for modifying project completion dates.

7.2 Equally-weighted objectives

Another sensitivity study was performed using equally-weighted objectives in the
preference structure (i.e. ali trade-off ratios were set to 1.0). Under this
scenario, upgrades that satisfy more than one objective will tend to move to the
front of the schedule. This is because only the number, rather than the identity,
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of objectives that are satisfied is important. 1 his optimization model produced
the following schedule.

Table 7.2 Schedule for Equally-Weighted Objectives - Approved Budget

Annualex :_enditures(SM)
Task Cost(SM) Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5

1 X-345 SupplementalAlarmSystem _0.60 0.6
2 X-345 EmergencyExitCCTV 0.90 0.9
3 X-326 PenthouseDoorAlarms 0.65 0.65 ....

4 X-326TunnelAlarms 0.20 0.2
5 CardReader 4.80 " 1.4 1.8 1.6

6 SatelliteFacilitySystem " 3.00 1.5 1.5
7 X-705AccountabilityModsII 4.30 0.35 1.8 2.15
8 DriveGate/Barrier 0.15 0.15 ....

9 BadgeOffice 0.35 _. 0.35
1 PerimeterFenceReplacement 1.20 0.9 0.3
0

Total: 16.15 1 4.6 5 3.95 1.6
BudgetConstraint: 1 4.7 5 4.8 1.6

Note that relative to the optimal schedule shown in Figure 6.3, project 5 is
delayed one year, while projects 9 and 10 are completed one year earlier. This
schedule change results in an increase in the penalty function value from 232 to
249, an increase of 17 units.

To put this change in penalty function in perspective, we note that the penalty
function generated by -:hepreference model is scaled such that a 50 unit
increase in penalty va'_ueis equivalent to 1 additional year of exposure to an
MSSA-defined moderate risk of SNM theft. Thus, the 17 unit increase referred
to above is equivalent to approximately 4 months of additional exposure to a
moderate risk of SNM theft.

We also examined the full budget model using equally-weighted objectives. The
new schedule is shown below.
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Table 7.3 Schedule for Equally-Weighted Objectives - Full Budget

Annualex.}enditures(SM)
Task Cost(SM) Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5

1 X-345SupplementalAlarmSystem 0.60 0.6
2 X-345EmergencyExitCCTV 0.90 0.9
3 X-326PenthouseDoorAlarms 0.65 0.65
4 X-326TunnelAlarms 0.20 0.2
5 CardReader 4.80 1.5 1.8 1.5
6 SatelliteFacilitySystem 3.00 0.15 1.5 1°35
7 X-705AccountabilityModsII 4.30 1.63 0.52 2.15
8 DriveGate/Barrier 0.15 0.15
9 BadgeOffice " 0.35 0.35

! 0 PerimeterFenceReplacement 1.20 0.3 0.9
.11 X-326PerimeterAlarmReplacement 5.90 2.95 2.95
12 X-326/X11lA Connection 0.35 0.35
13 X-326AdditionalRoto-Gates 0.10 0.1
14 X-326 EmergencyExitCCTV 1.40 0.7 0.7
15 X-326 InteriorSecuritySystem 1.30 0.15 0.17 0.98
16 X-345Sub-sampling 0.85 0.85
17 X-705EmergencyExitCCTV 0.95 0.95

Total: 27 2.6 7.7 9.9 5.3 1.5
BudgetConstraint: 2.6 7.7 9.9 5.3 1.5

Note the following changes relative to the optimal schedule shown in Figure 6.1'

Upgrade Delayed Completed
Project (years) Earlier (years)

1 1
2 1
5 1
6 1
8 2

10 2
14 1
15 1
16 3
17 1

This extensive schedule change results in an increase in the penalty function
value from 433.95 to 493.75, an increase of 60 units. This penalty increase is
equivalent to 1.2 additional years of exposure to a moderate risk of SNM theft.
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Thus, the benefits derived from development of a preference model correspond
to the equivalent of 4 months reduction in exposure to a moderate risk of SNM
theft for the approved budget scenario, and over 1 year reduction in exposure to
a moderate risk of SNM theft for the full budget scenario.

7.3 Alternate Operating Scenarios for PORTS

The methodology developed in this report can be applied to alternate operating
scenarios for PORTS. Under other operating scenarios, some of the objectives
included in this study may no longer be relevant, and other objectives may be
added. Deleting and add!ng objectives is easily accomplished within the
framework of the preference model developed here. The preference model has
been implemented on an electronic spreadsheet to facilitate this process.

To illustrate this process, we assume a new operating scenario for PORTS in
which the first three objectives have been deleteE. We further assume that
safeguards projects 12 and 14 do not address any of the remaining objectives.
Under such circumstances, there would no longer be any incentive to complete
these two upgrades projects. Accordingly, we assume that they are not
implemented, and we subtract their levelized costs from the annual budgets.
The results of the optimization run under these assumptions are shown below.
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Table 7.4 Schedule for PORTS Alternate Operating Scenario

Annual ex aenditures (SM)
Task Cost(SM) Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5

1 X-345 SupplementalAlarT,wSystem 0.60 0.6
2 X-345 Emergency ExitCCTV 0.90 0.9,,=

3 X-326 Penthouse D_r Alarms 0.65 0.65
4 X-326 TunnelAlarms 0.20 0.03 0.17
5 Card Reader 4.80 0.15 1.8 1.8 1.05

6 Satellite FacilityCystem 3.00 1.5 1.5
7 X-705 AccountabilityMods ii 4.30 2.15 2.15

• 8 DriveGate/Barrier 0.15 0.15

9 Badge Office_ " 0.35 0.35
10 PerimeterFence Replacement 1.20 0.3 0.9
11 X-326 PerimaterAlarm F_eplacement 5.90 2.95 2.95
12 X-326/X11 ! A Connection 0.35

.o_

13 X-326 AdditionalRote-Gates 0.10 0.1

-:14 X-326 EmergencyExitCCTV 1.40.....

15 X-326 Interim'SecuritySystPm 1.30 0.07 0.98 0.25
16 X-345 Sub-sampling 0.85 0.85
17 X-705 EmergencyExit CCTV 0.95 0.95

Total: 27 2.25 7.35 9.55 4.95 1.15

BudgetConstraint: 2.25 7.35 9.55 4.95 1.15

A new schedule correspondingto a different operating scenario and
corresponding set ef objectives can be easily generated in this manner.

7.4 Budget Modifications

The methodo!ogycan e_,_ilybe adaptedto addressa wide range of budget
issues. We notedeadier that the 5 year budgetprofUeseverelyconstrainsthe
allowable scheduling choices. Front-loadedor leveliT_dbudget profiles may
lead to substantialreductior,sin exposureto risk. Anotheralternativebudget
configurationis a singleconstraintonthe totalexpendituresthroughoutthe 5
year time horizon. Minormodificationsof the optimizationmodelcould be
implementedin orderto determinethe relativevalue of such alternativebudget

• configurations.

Finally,the methodologycan also be modifiedto addressprojectselection
problems-- caseswhere the budgetis notsufficientto implementali safeguards
upgradeprojects. The optir:_izationmodelwouldselect the subsetof the
available upgradesprojectsthat minimizesthe penaltyassociatedwith unmet
objectives,giventhe availablebudget.
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Appendix A

Mathematical Description of the Preference Model

A Multiattribute Utility Function (MUF) that reflects the trade-off data assessed
from the panel was developed in order to help compute relative values for
safeguards objectives. This appendix describes the mathematical formulations
used.

,.

Figure 3.1 shows the overall structure of the objective classification scheme
employed by the model. The first set of branches in the diagram represent the
major protection goals, and are referred to in the body of the report as objective
categorieS. As indicated in the figure, one or more measures are associated with
each objective category. For example, the measures "Severity" and "Threat
Type" are associated with the objective category "Theft." Finally, each measure
contains a number of different levels.

Single Attribute Utility Functions for Levels within Measures

Foreach measure,a SingleAttributeUtilityFunction(SUF) has been developed
that determinesrelativeimportanceof the levelswithinths measure. These
SUFs are generatedusingthe trade-offdata assessed. Each SUF is normalized
to the interval[0,1], where 1 correspondsto the mostimportantconcern. Note
that the level0 meansthat the particularmeasure is notapplicablefor the given
safeguardsobjective(e.g. a safeguardsobjectivethat addressesa compliance
concern would have level 0 setting forthe theft/severitymeasure). Belowwe list
SUFs for each measureassessed.

Table A.1 Compliance/Severity Measure SUF

Level Description Ratio Utility

0 not applicable 0
1 Violationof DOE order forcontrolof CAT I SNM 1 .
2 Vioi'ationof DOE order forcontrolof CAT II SNM ' 2 0.5
3 Violation of DOE order forcontrolof CAT III SNM 8 0.0625
4 Violation of DOE order forcontrolof Classifiedmatter 4 0.015625

,,,,,.., ,, ,

5 Violation of DOE order for controlof CAT IV SNM 1.25 0.0125

6 Violation of DOE order for 9overnmentpropertyprotection 9.6 0.001302
.... 7 Violationof otherDOE order requirement 1 0.001302

, ,.., ,..

,,,

1
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Table A.2 CompliancelPrev. IdentifiedMeasure SUF
Level Ratio Utility

0 notapplicable 0
1 PreviouslyIdentifiedinI&E 1
2 Notpreviouslyidentified 1.33 0.75

Table A.3 Theft/Severity Measure SUF
• Level Ratio Utility

0 notapplicable 0
. 1 MSSAdefinedHighRisk 1....

2 MSSAdefinedModerateRisk 2 0.5
3 ModerateeffectivenessprotectingCATI 4 0.125 -:....

4 LoweffectivenessprotectingCATII 1 0.125
5 ModerateeffectivenessprotectingCATII 2 0.0625
6 LoweffectivenessprotectingCATIII 4 0.015625
7 ModerateeffectivenessprotectingCATIII 4 0.003906

Table A.4 Theft/Threat Measure SUF
,,

Level Ratio Value
0 0
1 Insidertype A 1
2 Insidertype B . 1.33 0.75
3 Outsiders 1.5 0.5

....

4 Mixtureof outsidersandinsiders 1.2 0.416667
5 InsidertypeC 1.25 0.333333

" Table A.5 Operational Effectiveness Measure SUF
Level Ratio Value

0 notapplicable 0
1 significantimpactoneffectiveutilizationof manpowerand/orreduction 1

inthenumberof requiredSNM movements
2 moderateimpact 2 0.5
3 someimpact 2 0.25

" Multiattribute utility function

The SUFs enumerated in the above table were combined to form a multiattribute
utility function. This procedure was accomplished in two phases. First, a utility
model was developed to combine the two measure-SUFs associated with each
objective category. Second, the utility functions developed for each objective
category were combined to form a single multiattribute utilityfunction for the
entire preference structure. We describe each of these two steps below.
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First, utility functions that combine measures within an objective category were
developed. During the interview process it was determined that the utility
assigned to a particular level in one measure did not affect the preferences
among levels in another measure. For example, the relative preferences
among levels in the theft/severity measure did not depend upon the type of
threat. This property is referred to in the multiattribute utility theory literature as
mutual utility independence1,and was established by asking a lottery question
designed to test this I_ypothesis2.

Mutual utility independence implies that this two-attribute utility function is o
multilinear3. Further, this multilinear form has an equivalent multiplicative
representation 4. A utility function that combines the two SUFs for a particular
objective category would take the following form'

Uc ---UmlUm2

where Uc is the utility associated with the objective category, Uml is the utility
associated with the first measure in that objective category, and Um2 is the utility
associated with the second measure in that objective category.

Second, a utility function that combines the utility functions of different objective
categories was developed. The additive independence property for this utility
function was established by asking an appropriate lottery questions. The
additive independence property implies that a utility function of additive form is
appropriate for combining the utility functions of different objective categories.
The complete multiattribute utility function for the entire preference structure can
be expressed as follows:

MUF = S [ Ka UalUa2 + Kb UblUb2 + Kc UclUc2 + Kd UdlUd2 + Ke Ue]

where:

1 Keeney,RalphL.,andHowardRaiffa,DecisionswithMultipleObjectives:Preferencesand
ValueTradeoffs,Wiley,NewYork(1976).

2 ibid.,pg.226.
3 ibid.,Theorem5.2,pg.234.
4 ibid.,pg.238.
s ibid.,pg.230.
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Variable SUF
Ual Compliance/Severity
Ua2 Compliance/PreviouslyIdentified
Ubl Theft/Severity
Ub2 Theft/Threat Type
Ucl RadiologicalSabotage/Severity
Uc2 RadiologicalSabotage/ThreatType

. Udl Industrial Sabotage/Severity
Ud2 Industrial Sabotage/Threat Type

• Ue Operational Effectiveness

and Ka, Kb, Kc, Kd, Ke and S are suitably-chosen scaling constants derived
below.

Scaling constants for the five objective categories are derived using the four
objective category trade-off values assessed, and a normalization condition.
The trade-off ratios used for this calculation are shown below.

Ratio Value
Ka/K b 0.1875
Kc/Kb 0.3333
Kd/Kb 0.143
Ke/K b 0.01172

The normalizationconditionis expressedas follows:

Ka + Kb+ Kc + Kd+ Ke = 1.0:o

The following expression for Kb holds:

Kb=l/(l+K a/Kb + Kc/K b +K d/Kb+ Ke/K b)

Evaluatingthisexpressionyields Kb = 0.597. The otherscalingconstantsare
computedusingthisvalue for Kband the appropriateratioof constants.

Anotherscalingconstantis introducedso that the MUF value associatedwith
theft of a Cat I quantityof SNM is givena value of 100. This scalingconstant,
denoted, S, is givenas follows"

S = 100/K b= 167.5
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This expression is used to generate MUF values for safeguards objectives.
They have been incorporated in an electronic spreadsheet model to facilitate
revision of the input data. An example of the format of this model appears below
in Table A.6.

Table A.6 Preference Model Implementation

ComDIipq_e Cateaorv Theft Cateaorv Oper.
Severity Previous lD Severity Threat Effec.

Objective Level Level Level Level Level Utility
Example1 2 1 0 0 0 9,38
Example2 0 . 0 3 4 0 5.21
Example3 0 0 0 1 1 1.17

The first example represents a safeguards objective related to the violation of a
previously identified DOE order for control of CATII SNM. The second example
represents an objective related to a moderate effectiveness protecting CAT I
SNM from theft by a mixture of outsiders and insiders. The third example
represents an action that would have a significant positive impact on manpower
or facility utilization.

MUF values generated in this manner would appear in the objective function of
the optimization model described in Appendix B.
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Appendix B - Technical Description of Scheduling Optimization

This appendix providesa technical description of the mathematical programming
model used to optimize the upgrades construction schedule. The purpose of the
model is to find the schedule of upgrades expenditures that minimizes the
penalty function derived from the preference model discussed in Appendix A.

• The schedule optimization problem was formulated as a mixed-integer
programming problem and solved using an off-the-shelf optimization package.
An example model formulation involving 3 objectives and 3 upgrade projects is
shown in Table B.1 below, in the format required by the optimization code. The
17 and 10-upgrade proje& optimization models are similar in structure to this
example. We proceed with a discussion of the functions and constraints
incorporated in this model.

The function shown in the first line of this model is a penalty function derived
from the results of the prefer;encemodel. The function contains 3 terms
corresponding to the 3 hypothetical objectives that appear in the preference
model shown in Table A.6. The coefficients of each of the terms correspond to
the utility function values generated by the preference model. The values
assigned to the variables Z1, Z2, and Z3 are the number of years each objective
remains unsatisfied. Thus, the objective function is a measure of the time-
integrated penalty associated with not satisfying the objectives.

Constraints 2, 3, and 4 define the counter variables Zl, Z2, and Z3, respectively.
These counter variables are defined in terms of the indicator variables Yit, where
i indexes the objective and t indexes the year. Each variable ,Yit, takes on a
value 0 if safeguards upgrades required to satisfy objective i have been
completed by year t. If the required safeguards upgrades have not been
completed, then Yit=l. Because we take credit for completed upgrades at the
end of a year, Yil=l for each objective i. Hence, Zi can assume a value of 1
through 5, and counts the number of years that an objective is unmet.

Constraints5) through 16) define the logical relationshipsbetween completion of
S&S upgrades and satisfying objectives. Each objective is represented by four
of these constraints, corresponding to years two through five, respectively (recall

• that it is not possibleto have an objectivesatisfiedduring year 1). The objective
variables Yit, are linked to the S&S upgrades expenditure variables Xjt by these
equations.

For example, considerconstraints5) through8) correspondingto objective 1,
and assume that completion of S&S upgrades 1 and 2 is required to satisfy
objective 1. Further assume that upgrade projects 1 and 2 cost $2 million and
$3 million to complete, respectively. With these assumptions, constraint 5)
implies the following logical conditions:
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Y12=1 if X11+X11<5 (B.1)
Y12=0 if X11+X21>or=5 (B.2)

Condition (B.1) implies that objective 1 is not satisfied in year 2 because the sum
of expenditures on S&S upgrades 1 and 2 in year 1 is less than $5 million (the
amount required to complete these two upgrades). Condition (B.2) implies that
objective 1 is satisfied in year 2 because the sum of expenditures on S&S
upgrades 1 and 2 in year 1 is greater than or equal to $5 million. Note that one
and only one of these two logical conditions can be satisfied by assigning values
to the variables Xl 1 and X21. Similarly, constraint 6) sets Y13=0 if enough has w

been expended in years 1 and 2 to complete S&S upgrades 1 and 2.
Constraints 7) and 8) correspond to completion of S&S upgrades in years 3 and
4, respectively.

Constraints 17) through 19) correspond to total expenditures on upgrades 1
through 3, respectively. For each upgrade project, the sum of expenditures over
the five year period is forced to equal the cost of the upgrade.

Constraints 20) through 24) enforce the total upgrade budget for years one
through five, respectively. The remainder of Table B.1 describes conditions on
variables in the model. The variables labeled "INTE" are defined as integer
variables in the model (they can only assume values of 0 or 1). The variables
labeled "SUB" have the upper bounds shown. These upper bounds are required
for multi-year projects, as described in Section 5 of the report.

Table B.1 - Optimization model for upgrades scheduling

MiN 9.38 Z1 + 5.21 Z2 + 1.17 Z3
SUBJECT TO

2) 1+Y12+Y13+Y14+Y15=Z1
3) l+Y22+Y23+Y24+Y25=Z2
4) 1+Y32+Y33+Y34+Y35=Z3
5) 5Y12+Xll+X21>= 5
6) 5Y13+X11+X21+X12+X22 >= 5
7) 5Y14+X11+X21+X12+X22 +X13+X23 = 5
8) 5Y15+X11+X21+X12+X22+X13+X23+X14+X24>= 5
9) 2Y32+X11>= 2
10) 2Y33+X11+X12>= 2
11) 2 Y34 + Xll + X12 + X13 >= 2
12) 2 Y35 + Xll + X12 + X13 + X14 >= 2
13) 0.1 Y62 + X31 >= 0.1
14) 0.1 Y63 + X31 + X32 >= 0.1
15) 0.1 Y64 + X31 + X32 + X33 >- 0.1
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16) 0.1 Y65 + X31 + X32 + X33 + X34 >= 0.1
17) X11+X12+X13+X14+X15= 2
18) X21 + XL,; + X23 + X24 + X25 = 3
19) X31 + X32 + X33 + X34 + X35 = 0.1
20) Xll + X21 + X31 <= 1.1
21) X12+X22+X32<= 1.5
22) X13 + X23 + X33 <= 1.5
23) X14 + X24 + X34 <= 0.5

• 24) X15+X25+X35<= 0.5
END
INTE Y12

q

INTE Y13
.o

INTE Y14
INTE Y15
INTE Y22
INTE Y23
INTE Y24
INTE Y25
INTE Y32
INTE Y33
INTE Y34
INTE Y35
SUB Xl 1 1.0000
SUB Xl 1 1.00,00
SUB Xl 1 1.0000
SUB Xll 1.0000






